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Abstract
We consider the problem of making distributed computations robust to noise, in particular to
worst-case (adversarial) corruptions of messages. We give a general distributed interactive coding
scheme which simulates any asynchronous distributed protocol while tolerating a maximal corruption level of Θ(1/n)-fraction of all messages. Our noise tolerance is optimal and is obtained
with only a moderate overhead in the number of messages.
Our result is the first fully distributed interactive coding scheme in which the topology of the
communication network is not known in advance. Prior work required either a coordinating node
to be connected to all other nodes in the network or assumed a synchronous network in which
all nodes already know the complete topology of the network.
Overcoming this more realistic setting of an unknown topology leads to intriguing distributed
problems, in which nodes try to learn sufficient information about the network topology in order
to perform efficient coding and routing operations for coping with the noise. What makes these
problems hard is that these topology exploration computations themselves must already be robust
to noise.
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1

Introduction

Fault tolerance is one of the central challenges in the design of distributed algorithms.
Typically, computation is performed by n nodes, of which some subset may be faulty and
not behave as expected. This includes crash or Byzantine failures. Faults can also occur as
communication errors, if links suffer from, e.g., omissions, alterations or Byzantine errors
(see, e.g., [31, 2]).
We focus on alteration errors, in which the content of sent messages may be corrupted.
Previous work in the setting of faulty channels provides fault-tolerant algorithms either for
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specific tasks such as the leader election or the consensus problem (e.g., [36, 39, 24, 40]), or
for a specific class of topologies (e.g., [32]).
In this paper, we provide a general technique that takes as an input an asynchronous
distributed protocol over an arbitrary topology and outputs a simulation of this protocol
that is resilient to noise. Specifically, we develop several tools whose combination allows us
to obtain the first fully distributed interactive coding scheme.
The Challenge. In order to tolerate channel noise and preserve the correctness of computations, sophisticated coding techniques must be employed. Several works (e.g., [35, 28, 27, 1])
provide such coding schemes, however, they all assume that the network’s topology is known
in advance. We wish to challenge this assumption, and allow truly distributed coding schemes.
Interestingly, once communication is unreliable, even the simplest distributed tasks, such
as flooding information over the network or constructing a BFS tree, become tremendously
difficult to execute correctly. For instance, the asynchronous distributed Dijkstra or BellmanFord algorithms [33] miserably fail when messages may be corrupted. To see why, recall that in
the Bellman-Ford algorithm, each node sends to all of its neighbors its distance from the root.
A node then sets its neighbor that is closest to the root as its parent. However, if messages are
incorrect, the distance mechanism may fail and nodes may set their parents in an arbitrary way.
Our Contribution. In any attempt to tolerate message corruptions, naturally, some bound
on the noise must be given. Indeed, if a majority of the sent messages are corrupted, there is
no hope to complete a computation correctly. On the other hand, when the noise falls below
a certain threshold, fault tolerant computation can be obtained, for example, by employing
various coding techniques.
The field of coding for interactive communication (see, e.g., the survey of [19]) considers
the case where two or more parties carry some computation by sending messages to one
another over noisy channels and strives to devise coding schemes with good guarantees. A
coding scheme is a method that is given as an input a protocol π that assumes reliable
channels, and outputs a noise-resilient protocol Π that simulates the communication of π.
The two main measures upon which a coding scheme is evaluated are its noise resilience –
the fraction of noise that the resilient simulation Π can withstand – and its overhead – the
amount of redundancy Π adds in order to tolerate faults. For networks with n nodes, it is
easy to show that the maximal adversarial noise fraction that any resilient protocol can cope
with is Θ(1/n) [28]. Indeed, if more than (1/n)-fraction of the messages are corrupted, then
the noise can completely corrupt all the communication of the node that sends the least
number of messages. The overhead depends on the network topology, communication model,
and noise resilience, as we elaborate upon in the Related Work section below.
Our main result, informally stated as follows, is a deterministic coding scheme that fortifies
any asynchronous protocol designed for a noise-free setting over any network topology, such
that its resilient simulation withstands the maximal Θ(1/n)-fraction of noise.
I Theorem 1. There exists a deterministic coding scheme that takes as an input any asynchronous distributed protocol π designed for reliable channels, and outputs an asynchronous distributed protocol Π that simulates π, is resilient to an optimal fraction of Θ(1/n) of adversarially corrupted messages, and has a multiplicative communication overhead of O(n log2 n).
Our coding scheme introduces a multiplicative overhead of O(n log2 n); no other results
are known for this model. This overhead should be compared with the state of the art coding
scheme by Hoza and Schulman [27]. Their scheme applies to synchronous networks where the
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topology is known by all the parties in advance, and achieves an overhead of O((|E| log n)/n),
where |E| is the number of communication links in the network. Setting the optimal coding
overhead in the asynchronous model over an arbitrary topology (unknown to the parties)
remains as an open question.

1.1
1.1.1

Techniques
A Content-Oblivious BFS Construction

A key ingredient in our coding scheme is a BFS construction which is content oblivious.
That is, in our BFS construction, the nodes send messages to each other and ignore their
content, basing their decisions only on the order of received messages. The challenge is to
be able to do this despite asynchrony and despite lack of FIFO assumptions. In a sense,
our construction can be seen as a variant of the distributed Dijkstra algorithm, with the
property that the nodes send “empty messages” that contain no information (alternatively,
the nodes ignore the content of received messages).
Recall that the distributed Dijkstra algorithm, see, e.g., [33, Chapter 5], is initiated by
some node r,1 which governs the BFS construction layer by layer, where the construction of
each layer is called a phase. The invariant is that after the p-th phase, the algorithm has
constructed a BFS tree Tp of depth p rooted at r, where all nodes in Tp know their parent
and children in Tp . The base case is T0 = {r}, and the construction of the first layer is as
follows. The node r sends an Explore message to all its neighbors, who in turn set r as
their parent. Each Explore message is replied to with an Ack message. Once r receives
Ack messages from all of its neighbors, the first phase ends and the construction of the
second layer begins. Note that T1 indeed holds r and all of its neighbors.
For the p-th phase, the root floods a message Phase through Tp−1 . Once a leaf in Tp−1
receives a Phase message, it sends Explore to all of its neighbors, who in turn set their
parent unless already in Tp−1 . Each node that receives an Explore replies with an Ack
and an indication of its parent node, so that the exploring node learns which of its neighbors
is a child and which is a sibling. Upon receiving an Ack from all of its neighbors, the node
sends an Ack to its parent, which propagates it all the way to r. Once r has received Ack
messages from all of its children, the phase is complete.
Our content-oblivious BFS construction imitates the above behavior while using only a
single type of message, instead of Phase, Explore and Ack messages. Specifically, the
construction begins with r sending a message (Explore2 ) to all of its neighbors, who in
turn set r as their parent and reply with a message (Ack). When r receives a message from
all of its neighbors, the first phase is complete. Then, r begins the second phase by sending
another message (Explore/Phase) to all of its neighbors. This message causes a node
that has already set its parent to behave like r – it sends a message to all of its neighbors
(Explore) except for its parent. After receiving a message (Ack) from all of its neighbors,
it sends a message (Ack) to its parent.
One can easily verify that this approach behaves similarly to the Dijkstra algorithm
described above, in the sense that every node sets its parent correctly. The only difference
is when a node u sends an (Explore) message to its sibling w. In the Dijkstra algorithm

1

2

In all the protocols we discuss, the root node does not need to be identified in advance. Rather, the
algorithm initiates by waking up an arbitrary node who will act as the root. From this point an on,
nodes wake up when receiving a message from a neighbor.
To ease the readability, we write in parenthesis the functionality of each sent message, but we emphasize
that messages in our construction contain no content at all, and the labels of Explore and Ack are
given only for the analysis.
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the sibling w replies by telling the exploring node u that they are siblings (by indicating the
parent of w, which is not u). However, in our case messages contain no content and u is
unable to distinguish whether w is a child or a sibling, since in both cases w should reply to
the Explore message in the same way.
Our insight is that serializing each phase provides a solution to the above ambiguity. That
is, we let r send a message (Explore/Phase) to one child at a time, waiting to receive a
message (Ack) from that child before sending a message (Explore/Phase) to the next child.
This gives that if a node is expecting a message (Explore) from its parent but instead it
receives a message (Explore) from a non-parent neighbor, then it knows that this neighbor
must be a sibling. Hence, the node can mark all siblings and distinguish them from its children.
The main advantage of not basing our construction on the content of received messages
is that the obtained BFS construction is inherently tolerant against message corruptions: the
noise has no effect on the construction since the content of the communicated messages is
already being ignored. Notice that in our construction, the nodes do not learn their distance
from r, in contrast to what can easily be obtained in the noise-free case. However, this will
suffice for our usage of the BFS tree in our coding scheme.

1.1.2

Interactive Coding over Sparse Subgraphs

A crucial framework we rely on in our simulation is a multiparty coding scheme for interactive communication by Hoza and Schulman [27], which is in turn based on ideas from [35].
This coding scheme allows simulating protocols over any graph G = (V, E) and withstands
an O(1/|E|)-fraction of adversarial message corruption, while incurring a constant communication overhead. The caveat of using this scheme for our simulation is that it applies only for
synchronous protocols that communicate over G in a manner which we call fully-utilized synchronous: in each round, every node communicates one symbol over to each of its neighbors.
In order to obtain our coding scheme for asynchronous protocol with resilience Θ(1/n),
we first convert the asynchronous input protocol π into a fully-utilized synchronous protocol
defined over some subgraph G0 = (V, E 0 ) of G with |E 0 | = Θ(n). To this end, we use the BFS
tree constructed by our content-oblivious method described above. Once we obtain a BFS
tree T , we simulate each message communicated by π via n fully-utilized synchronous rounds
over the tree T . During each of such n rounds, a message of π is flooded throughout T until
it reaches all the nodes and, in particular, its destination node. Note that in every round,
all nodes send messages over all the edges of T . This implies a communication overhead of
O(n2 log n): we have n rounds with O(n) messages per round. The log n term stems from
adding the identity of the source node and the destination node to each flooded message.3
Using the Hoza and Schulman [27] coding scheme taking as an input the fully-utilized
synchronous protocol defined over the topology T gives a resilient simulation of π which
withstands a maximal Θ(1/n)-fraction of corrupted messages. Alas, it is a synchronous
simulation, while our environment is asynchronous. Hence, to complete our simulation, we
need to use a synchronizer [3].

1.1.3

A Root-Triggered Synchronizer

In the original error-free setting, if the input protocol to a synchronizer is guaranteed to be
fully-utilized then synchronization is trivial. Each node simply attaches a round number to
each of its outgoing messages and produces the outgoing messages for round i + 1 only after

3

Throughout this work, all logarithms are taken to base 2.
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receiving messages for round i from all of its neighbors. The key difficulty is then for non-fully
utilized synchronous input algorithms, in which a node cannot simply wait to receive a message
for round i from all of its neighbors, as it may be the case that some of these do not exist.
In our setting, we guarantee that we produce a fully-utilized synchronous algorithm as
an input to our synchronizer. However, we do not assume FIFO channels, which means that
we cannot rely on the naive synchronizer, despite the promise of a fully-utilized synchronous
protocol for an input. Thus, we need a different solution for synchronizing the messages, and
our approach is based on having a single node responsible for triggering messages of each round
only after the previous round has been simulated by all nodes. To this end, our synchronizer
bears similarity to the classic tree-based synchronizer of Awerbuch [3], with the difference that
it does not incur any message overhead because it is given a fully-utilized synchronous input.

1.1.4

A Spanner-Based Coding Scheme

Finally, we show how to further improve the communication overhead of our coding technique.
Routing each message over a tree T requires n rounds in the worst case for a message to
reach its destination. A more efficient solution would be to route each message through
a spanning subgraph S = (V, ES ) of G in which the distance over S of every (u, v) ∈ E
is not too large. On the other hand, the Hoza-Schulman coding scheme on S has a noise
resilience of Θ(1/|ES |), and hence we require |ES | to be O(n) in order to maintain an optimal
resilience level of Θ(1/n). Luckily, for every G there exist sparse spanning subgraphs in
which |ES | = O(n) while every two neighbors in G are at distance at most O(log n) in S;
such subgraphs are known as O(log n)-spanners [33, 34].
Flooding a message of π from u to v can be done within O(log n) rounds, in each of which
O(|ES |) = O(n) messages are sent by a fully-utilized synchronous simulation of π, leading to
our claimed communication overhead of O(n log2 n). Here again, the extra log n term stems
from adding identifiers to each flooded message.
However, flooding information over a spanner introduces several other difficulties. For
instance, in contrast to the case of a tree, it is not guaranteed anymore that each message
arrives only once to its destination – indeed, multiple paths may exist between any two
nodes. Furthermore, when multiple nodes send messages, the congestion may cause superpolynomial delays if a simple flooding algorithm is used. Then, due to having multiple
paths with arbitrary delays, messages may arrive to their destination out of order. Since the
delay is super-polynomial in the worst case, adding a counter to each message increases the
overhead by ω(log n) and damages the global overhead.
Instead, we provide a contention-resolution flavored technique, which consists of prioritybased windows for delivering the messages. In more detail, a message flooding starts only
at the beginning of an O(log n)-round window. Multiple messages that are sent during the
same window may be dropped during their flooding, yet the source always learns when its
message is dropped, so it can retransmit the message in the next window. A similar approach
is well-known for constructing a BFS tree when no specific root is given, but our extension
of this technique is more involved, since dropped messages must be resent.
It remains to explain how to construct the O(log n)-spanner over the noisy network to
begin with. For this, we use our previously described tree-based coding scheme to simulate a
distributed spanner construction, e.g., the (noiseless) construction of Derbel, Mosbah, and
Zemmari [13]. While coding this part incurs a large overhead of O(n2 log n), this overhead
applies only to the part of constructing the spanner, and the global overhead of our coding
scheme is dominated by the overhead of coding the input protocol over the spanner.
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1.2

Related Work

Performing computations over noisy channels is the heart of coding for interactive communication, initiated by Schulman [37, 38]. A long line of work considers the 2-party case in
various settings and noise models [10, 6, 23, 17, 14, 29, 25, 20, 7, 9]. See [19] for a survey.
Interactive coding in the multiparty setting was first considered by Rajagopalan and
Schulman [35] for the case of stochastic noise. For any topology G, they show a coding
scheme with an overhead of O(log(d + 1)), where d is the maximal degree of G. Gelles et
al. [22] provide an efficient extension to that scheme. Alon et al. [1] show a coding scheme
with an overhead of O(1) for d-regular graphs with degree d = nΩ(1) . Braverman et al. [8]
demonstrate a lower bound of Ω(log n) on the communication over a star graph. All the
above works assume fully-utilized synchronous protocols, in which in every round all nodes
communicate on all the channels connected to them. Gelles and Kalai [21] show that if nodes
are not required to speak at every round, a lower bound of Ω(log n) on the overhead can be
proved even for graphs with a small degree, e.g., d = 2.
Jain et al. [28] show a multiparty coding scheme resilient to an adversarial noise fraction
of Θ(1/n) with constant overhead, assuming a topology that contains a star as a subgraph.
Lewko and Vitercik [30] improve the communication balance of that scheme. Hoza and
Schulman [27] consider fully-utilized synchronous protocols on arbitrary graphs and show
a coding with resilience Θ(1/|E|) and overhead O(1). If the topology of G is known to all
nodes, they can route information through a sparser spanning graph with O(n) edges. In this
case, they show a coding scheme with an optimal resilience level of Θ(1/n) and an overhead
of O((|E| log n)/n).
Previous work in distributed settings that allow edge failures are typically different from
our setting in various aspects. Most notable are synchrony assumptions, complete communication graphs or addressing specific distributed tasks [36, 39, 24, 40, 12]. Assumptions regarding the noise include random link corruptions [32, 5, 15], or a given bound on the number of
links that may exhibit failures [32, 24, 40]. This is in contrast to our work, which addresses
an asynchronous setting with an arbitrary topology, and considers the simulation of any distributed task where there is no bound on the number of faulty links. In particular, all links
may send corrupted messages, with the bound being the number of corruptions rather than
the number of faulty links.
Synchronizers for unreliable settings have been studied in [4], which addresses a dynamic
setting, and in [26], which assumes faulty nodes.

2

Preliminaries

Throughout this work we assume a network described by a graph G = (V, E) with n = |V |
nodes and m = |E| edges. Each node u ∈ V is a party that participates in the computation
and each edge (u, v) ∈ E is a bi-directional communication channel between nodes u and v.
The task of the nodes is to conduct some distributed computation given by a deterministic4
protocol π, which consists of the algorithm each node (locally) runs. In particular, the
protocol dictates to each node which messages to send to which neighbor as a function of all
previous communication (and possibly the node’s identity, private randomness and private
input, if exists). The communication complexity of the protocol, CC(π), is the maximal

4

While we focus here on deterministic protocols, ours result also apply to randomized Monte-Carlo
protocols.
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number of bits communicated by all nodes in any instance of π. The message complexity of
π is the maximal number of message sent by all nodes in any instance of π.
We assume that the topology of G is known only locally, namely, each node v knows only
the set Nu of identities of its own neighbors. However, the size of the network n is known to
all nodes.
Communication Models. Our protocols are for the Asynchronous communication model
defined below. In addition, we describe a different communication model named the FullyUtilized Synchronous Model, which is common in previous interactive coding work [35, 27,
1, 8]. In particular, we use coding schemes defined in the fully-utilized synchronous model
(specifically, [27]) as primitives for encoding our asynchronous protocols (see Lemma 2 below).
Asynchronous Model. In this setting, there are no timing assumptions. We assume each
node is asleep until receiving a message. Once a message is received, the receiver wakes
up, performs some local computation, transmits one or more messages to one or more
adjacent nodes and goes back to sleep. Messages can be of any length. A protocol starts
by waking up a single node r of its choice.
The Fully-Utilized Synchronous Model. Communication in this model works in synchronous
rounds, determined by a global clock. At every clock tick, every node sends one symbol
(from some fixed alphabet Σ) on each and every one of the communication links connected
to it. That is, at every round exactly 2m symbols are being communicated.
Adversarial Channel Noise. We assume an all-powerful adversary that knows the network G,
the protocol π and the private inputs of the nodes (if there are any). The adversary is able
to (a) corrupt messages by changing the content of a transmitted message and (b) rush or
delay the delivery of messages by an unbounded but finite amount of time. We restrict the
number of messages that the adversary can corrupt, namely, we assume that the adversary
can corrupt at most some fixed fraction µ of the communicated messages. We do not restrict
how a message can be corrupted and, in particular, the adversary may replace a sent message
M with any other message M 0 of any length and content. However, our coding scheme will
have the invariant that each message contains a single symbol (from a given alphabet Σ),
thus a message corruption will be equivalent to corrupting a single symbol. Note that the
adversary is not allowed to inject new messages or completely delete existing messages.5
Protocol Simulation, Resilience, and Overhead. A protocol Π is said to simulate π, if after
the completion of Π, each node outputs the transcript it would have seen when running π
assuming noiseless channels. The protocol Π is resilient to a µ fraction of noise, if Π succeeds
in simulating π even if an all powerful adversary completely corrupts up to a fraction µ
of the messages communicated by Π. The overhead of Π with respect to π is defined by
overhead(Π | π) = CC(Π)/CC(π).
A coding scheme C : π → Π converts any input protocol π into a resilient version Π =
C(π). The resilience of a coding scheme is the minimal resilience of any simulation generated
by the coding scheme. The (asymptotic) overhead of a coding scheme considers the maximal
overhead for the worst input protocol π when CC(π) tends to infinity. Namely,
overhead(C) = lim sup max overhead(C(π) | π).
c→∞

5

π s.t.
CC(π)=c

This type of noise, commonly called, insertion and deletion noise is known cause issues of synchronization
in the interactive setting [9] and may be destructive for asynchronous protocols [16].
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We are mainly interested in how the overhead scales with n and m.
A famous multiparty coding scheme in the fully-utilized synchronous model, shown by
Hoza and Schulman [27] (based on a previous scheme [35]), provides a coding scheme that
simulates any noiseless fully-utilized synchronous protocol π defined over some topology G
with resilience Θ(1/m) and a constant overhead O(1).
I Lemma 2 ([27]). In the fully-utilized synchronous model, any T -round protocol π can
be simulated by a protocol Π = HS(π) with round complexity O(T ) and communication
complexity O(CC(π)) that is resilient to adversarial corruption of up to an Θ(1/m) fraction
of the messages.

3

A Distributed Content-Oblivious BFS Algorithm

In this section we show a distributed construction of a BFS tree using messages whose content
can be arbitrary. We call this a content-oblivious construction. Our algorithm can be seen as
a variant of a simple distributed layered-BFS algorithm, see, e.g., [18, 33, 41].

3.1

The BFS Algorithm: Description

The BFS construction is initiated by one designated node r we call here the root. The
construction builds the tree layer by layer. First, the root sends a message to all of its
neighbors. This triggers its neighbors to set r as their parent. Each such a neighbor replies a
message to r to acknowledge that it has received r’s message. Once r has received a message
from all of its neighbors, it knows that the first layer is completed, and all nodes with distance
1 have set r as their parent. We call the above an Explore step.
The root then begins a second Explore which causes all nodes at distance 2 to set their
parent and connect to the BFS tree. Specifically, the root sends a message to each of its
children and waits until all children reply a message to indicate they are done. However, in
contrast to previous distributed BFS algorithms, messages are sent sequentially – the root
sends a message to its next child only after receiving the acknowledgement message from its
previous child.
When a node v that has already set its parent parentv receives a message from its parent
parentv , it acts as a root and invokes an Explore: it sends a message to all of its neighbors
excluding parentv and waits until they all send a message back. Only then v sends a message
to its parent to indicate its Explore process has completed. It is easy to see that when the
root completes its k-th Explore, all nodes within distance at most k have set their parent
and connected to the BFS tree.
A special treatment is needed when a node u receives a message from a node v who is not
the parent of u during a time at which u is not in the middle of an Explore step. That is, u
is not expecting any messages from its neighbors, except for its parent that may trigger it to
initiate another Explore step. Recalling that messages are sent to children in a sequential
manner, it is easy to verify that such a message delivery may happen only when v has received
a message from its own parent and is now processing its own Explore. That is, such a
message indicates that v is a sibling of u in the BFS tree (namely, v is not a parent nor a
child of u in the BFS tree). Thus, upon receiving such a message, u marks v as a sibling and
removes it from its list of children. To simplify the presentation, as we elaborate in Remark 1,
in next exploration steps u will keep sending messages to v as if it was one of its children.
One additional property that we require from our BFS construction is that all the nodes
complete the algorithm at the same time. As explained in the introduction, we use this
construction as an initial part for our coding scheme. Furthermore, recall that in order to be
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Algorithm 1(a) Content-oblivious BFS construction: Main Algorithm
Initialization: All nodes begin in the INIT state.
1: For node r designated as root:
2: Begin
3:
4:
5:
6:

parentr ← ⊥
childrenr ← Nr
countr ← 0
stater ← IDLE

while stater 6= DONE do
r invokes Explore
9:
end while
10: End
7:

. Perform n instances of Explore

8:

noise-resilient, during the BFS construction the nodes ignore the content of the messages
and their entire behavior is based on whether or not a message was received. However, once
this construction is complete, the nodes send and receive messages according to the coding
scheme and it is crucial that a node is able to distinguish messages that belong to the BFS
construction from messages of the coding scheme.
We solve this issue by making sure that each node participates in exactly n steps of
Explore. Once the node has sent the n-th acknowledgement to its parent, the node
knows that the next message from the parent belongs to the coding scheme rather than to
the BFS construction.6 To make sure that each node participates in exactly n Explore
steps, regardless of its distance from r, we let every node initiate one additional Explore,
which we refer to as a dummy Explore. Specifically, when a node completes its (n − 1)th Explore, and before the node sends the acknowledgement back to its parent, it invokes
another Explore step. Now, just by counting the messages received from the parent, every
node knows whether the BFS construction has completed or not.
The pseudocode of the BFS construction is given in Algorithm 1(a) and Algorithm 1(b).

3.2

The BFS Algorithm: Analysis

In this section we analyze Algorithm 1 and show that it satisfies the following properties.
I Theorem 3. For any input G = (V, E) and node r ∈ V , Algorithm 1 finds a BFS tree T
with root r. Specifically, each node knows its parent in T and all of its adjacent edges that
belong to T . The algorithm communicates O(nm) messages, where no payload is needed in
any messages.
Furthermore, we show that all nodes know that the BFS construction is complete, in the
following sense.
I Claim 4. At the end of Algorithm 1 all nodes are in state DONE. Moreover, if r is in
state DONE then all other nodes are in state DONE as well.

6

Note that additional messages may arrive from a sibling node for the BFS construction but still, the
next message arriving from the parent belongs to the coding scheme rather than the BFS construction.
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Algorithm 1(b) Content-oblivious BFS construction: Message Handling Procedures
For every node u in state INIT upon receiving a message from node v
1: procedure SetParent
2:
parentu ← v
3:
childrenu ← Nu \ {v}
4:
countu ← 0
5:
stateu ← IDLE
6:
send a message to v
7: end procedure

. an “ACK” message

For every node u in state IDLE/DONE upon receiving a message from v 6= parentu
8: procedure MarkSibling
9:
childrenu ← childrenu \ {v}
10:
send a message to v
11: end procedure

. an “ACK” message

For every node u in state IDLE upon receiving a message from parentu
12: procedure Explore
13:
stateu ← EXPLORE
14:
countu ← countu + 1
15:
for all v ∈ Nu \ {parentu } do
16:
send a message to v
17:
wait until a message is received from v
18:
end for
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

if countu = n − 1 then
for all v ∈ childrenu do
send a message to v
wait until a message is received from v
end for
end if

25:

send a message to parentu

26:
if countu = n − 1 then
27:
stateu ← DONE
28:
else
29:
stateu ← IDLE
30:
end if
31: end procedure

. note: for is sequential
. an “Explore” message

. Extra dummy Explore

. an “ACK” message
. Change state to DONE if completed; otherwise, back to IDLE

Proof of Theorem 3. Let T be a graph on the nodes V defined at the end of Algorithm 1
in the following manner: If v = parentu , then (u, v) is an edge in T . We begin by proving
that T is a spanning tree. This is implied by the following claim.
I Claim 5. At the end of the k-th invocation of the root’s Explore step, all the nodes that
are at distance k from r set their parent to a node with distance k − 1 from r and move to
the state IDLE, and every node of distance larger than k from r is in state INIT.
Proof. We prove the claim by induction on k. The base case k = 1 follows since in the first
Explore invocation all of r’s children run SetParent, setting r as their parent, and switch
to IDLE. They send message only back to r, hence all other nodes remain in INIT.
Assume that the claim holds for the k-th invocation and consider the (k + 1)-th invocation
of Explore by r. Messages propagating along the BFS tree cause all nodes of distance at most
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k to invoke Explore (in some order). This triggers a message to every node of distance k + 1,
which causes it to switch its state to IDLE and set its parent to the first node (of distance k) that
sent it a message. Note that nodes of distance k+1 only communicate back to their parent and
do not invoke Explore at this time, so nodes of distance larger than k+1 remain in state INIT.
At the end of the invocation each Explore, the invoking node switches back to state IDLE. J
Next, we prove that each node learns which neighbors are its children and which are
not. Assume (u, v) is an edge in G but not in T . We show that at the end of the algorithm
v ∈
/ childrenu and u ∈
/ childrenv . Let t be the first time after which both u and v have
invoked SetParent. We claim that both u and v invoke Explore after time t. This is
because time t is within the execution of an Explore step invoked by r and before Line 19
of that execution, and hence for every node w 6= r there is a time tw > t during the execution
of the loop in Lines 19–23 for r in which w invokes Explore.
Finally, we note that since (u, v) is an edge in G but not in T , then neither u is an
ancestor of v in T nor v is an ancestor of u in T . This implies that when v invokes Explore
then u is in state IDLE, which causes it to invoke MarkSibling and hence v ∈
/ childrenu .
The proof for u ∈
/ childrenv is exactly the same.
Finally let us analyze the message complexity. In Algorithm 1 each node invokes Explore
for n times (see also the proof of Claim 4 below), where during each Explore it sends a
message on each edge. Therefore, there are O(n) messages sent on each one of the m edges,
which amounts to a total message complexity of O(nm) = O(|V | · |E|).
J
I Remark 1. It is possible to reduce the message complexity by sending Explore messages
only to childrenv nodes. However, this must be delayed at least one Explore step, beyond
the point in time where all the neighbors have completed their first Explore (in order to be
able to identify siblings). The new message complexity will be O(|V |2 + |E|). For simplicity,
we avoid this optimization and assume Explore messages are sent to all non-parent nodes
all the time, incurring a message complexity of O(|V | · |E|).
We now prove Claim 4. This property is important in particular for the next section, as
it suggests that there is a point in time (known by the root), when all nodes have completed
their BFS algorithm. In hindsight, this allows to distinguish messages that are part of the
BFS construction, whose content is ignored, from messages of the coding scheme, whose
content is meaningful and must not be ignored.
Proof of Claim 4. Note that the Explore procedure works in an DFS manner: a node
replies an ACK to its parent only after all of its children reply an ACK to it. Similarly, the
root completes an Explore step after receiving an ACK from all its children, which means
that they have all completed their Explore steps.
Note that each node invokes exactly n Explore steps due to the dummy Explore step
initiated in Line 19. To see this, consider the same algorithm without the extra Explore in
Lines 19–23 and note that nodes at distance k from the root r invoke exactly n − k Explore
steps. Adding this extra Explore step at every node makes all nodes invoke Explore
exactly n times. Specifically, during the n-th invocation of Explore by r, every node with
distance 1 from r invokes its (n − 1)-th Explore step, and then, before sending an ACK to
r in Line 30, it invoke its n-th Explore step. This then continues in an inductive manner
all the way to the leaves.
Only once all of its children have sent an ACK and thus terminated the protocol and
switched to DONE, a node replies with an ACK to its parent and changes its state to DONE.
It follows that when the root receives an ACK for the n-th Explore step from all of its
children, all the nodes have terminated the protocol and switched state to DONE.
J
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4

A Distributed Interactive Coding Scheme

In this section we show how to simulate any asynchronous protocol over a noisy network
whose topology is unknown in advance. Our main theorem for this part is the following.
I Theorem 6. Any asynchronous protocol π over a network G can be simulated by an
asynchronous protocol Π resilient to an Θ(1/n)-fraction of adversarial message corruption,
and it holds that CC(Π) = O(nm log n) + CC(π) · O(n2 log n).

4.1

A fully-utilized synchronous protocol from an asynchronous input
protocol π

The first ingredient we need is a way to transform an asynchronous protocol (defined over G)
into a fully-utilized synchronous protocol defined over a given spanning tree T of G.7 This
is done in order to be able to use the Hoza-Schulman coding scheme. This transformation
does not need to be robust to noise, as it is not going to be executed as is, but we will rather
encode the fully-utilized synchronous protocol and execute the robust version. Later, we
transform it back into the asynchronous setting using a synchronizer that is robust to noise.
Recall that in a fully-utilized synchronous protocol nodes operate in rounds, where at
each round every node communicates one symbol (from some fixed alphabet Σ) on each
communication channel connected to it. We will assume the alphabet is large enough to
convey all the information that our coding scheme needs. In particular, we assume each
symbol contains O(log n) bits.
I Remark 2. In the following, we assume the network G is composed of channels with a fixed
alphabet Σ of size poly(n). That is, each symbol contains O(log n) bits.
In order to avoid confusion, we will use the term “symbols” for messages sent by the coding
scheme, while using “messages” to indicate the information sent by the noiseless protocol π.
The construction of our transformation into a fully-utilized synchronous protocol is given
in Algorithm 2. In this construction, each node u maintains a queue of symbols that it
needs to relay throughout a locally known spanning tree T . The queue is initialized with
the bits of any message that u needs to send according to the input protocol π, where each
bit is encapsulated in a symbol that contains the bit value, the identity of the source (i.e.,
of u), and the identity of the destination node. Every symbol received by u is pushed into
its queue, and relayed to u’s neighbors in future rounds. In particular, upon receiving the
symbol (src, dest, val) from a node w, the node u pushes the vector (src, dest, val, w) to its
queue. If u is the destination node, it does not push the symbol into its queue; instead, u
collects this bit for decoding the message.
The transformation works by having each node pop a record from its queue in each
round and send the obtained triplet to all of its neighbors in T except for the node w from
which the message was received. If the queue is empty then an empty message is sent to all
neighbors in T .
Note that all fragments of a message are received in order at the destination, since T has no
cycles. Therefore, we can assume that the protocol sends a predefined symbol that indicates
the end of the message, in order to avoid an assumption of knowledge of the message length.
This ensures that Line 17 is well-defined. Our transformation guarantees the following.

7

The spanning tree T used here will be later constructed using our content-oblivious BFS construction.
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Algorithm 2 Simulating an asynchronous protocol π by a fully-utilized synchronous protocol π 0 .
Initialization: Given is a BFS tree T rooted at r.
1: In every round, for every node u:
2: Begin
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

for every node v do
Let M1 · · · M` be the bit representation of a message M that u has to send to v in π.
Push (u, v, M1 , ⊥), · · · , (u, v, M` , ⊥) into queueu
end for
(src, dest, val, w) ← pop item out of queueu
if (src, dest, val, w) is not empty then
send (src, dest, val) to every v ∈ Nu (T ) \ {w} and send ⊥ to w
else
send ⊥ to every v ∈ Nu (T )
end if
For every message (src, dest, val) received from w:
if dest 6= u then
push (src, dest, val, w) into queueu
else
collect the bits val for decoding M
end if
End

I Lemma 7. Algorithm 2 creates a fully-utilized synchronous protocol π 0 that simulates π, in
the sense that all messages of π are sent and received. The simulation π 0 has a communication
overhead of O(n2 log n) with respect to π, and a message complexity of CC(π) · O(n2 ).
Proof. By construction, every node sends a symbol to all of its neighbors in each round
and hence Algorithm 2 is a fully-utilized synchronous protocol. In addition, eventually
every messages of π reaches its destination and hence the obtained fully-utilized synchronous
protocol simulates π. For the communication overhead, note that O(log n) bits of the
identities of source and destination are appended to each bit sent by π; that is, a symbol
size of O(log n) bits suffices. In addition, a delivery of a single message of π may require
O(n) rounds of relaying symbols sent along the tree T . In each such round there are O(n)
symbols that are sent since the obtained protocol is a fully-utilized synchronous protocol.
This implies that O(n2 ) symbols are communicated per each bit of π and gives a total
communication overhead of O(n2 log n).
Note that this is a worst-case analysis that assumes a single bit travels within the network
at each time so that another bit is sent only after a previous bit reached its destination. If
several bits are sent consecutively or if several nodes send bits simultaneously, the resulting
number of messages can only decrease.
J

4.2

Root-triggered synchronizers

We now describe our root-triggered synchronizer, which we use in order to execute the resilient
synchronous protocol (which can be obtained by using the Hoza-Schulman coding scheme)
in our asynchronous setting. We constructed a tree-based synchronizer as in Awerbuch [3].
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The synchronizer gets as an input a fully-utilized synchronous protocol Π0 and outputs an
equivalent asynchronous protocol Π that simulates Π0 round by round.
We first describe our simulation of a single round of Π0 over a tree. Our synchronizer
works as follows. The protocol begins by waking up an arbitrary node; denote this node as
the root. The root initiates the process by sending its messages, determined by Π0 , to its
children. This triggers its children to send their messages to their children, but not yet to
their parent, and so forth, so that messages propagate all the way to the leaves. Once a leaf
receives a message, it sends its message to its parent, and similarly, any node which receives
a message from all of its children sends its message to its parent. This continues inductively
all the way back to the root, which eventually receives messages from all of its children and
complete the simulation of this round of Π0 .
We build upon the above idea in order to simulate a fully-utilized synchronous algorithm
Π0 over an arbitrary graph S. That is, each node u has a message muv designated to each
one of its neighbors v ∈ Nu (S). 8 The pseudocode is given in Algorithm 3. We single out a
node r, which we refer to as the initiator, which starts by sending a message to all of its
neighbors in S. This triggers each neighboring node to send its messages to its neighbors,
but not yet to its parent, which is now simply the neighbor from which it receives the first
message. This continues inductively, and only when a node receives messages from all of its
neighbors it sends its message to its parent. Eventually, the initiator receives messages from
all of its neighbors and completes the simulation of the round.
We prove the following properties of Algorithm 3.
I Lemma 8. By the end of Algorithm 3 each node u receives the messages mvu from every
node v ∈ Nu (S), and all nodes are in state DONE.
Proof. Let T denote the tree rooted at r that is induced by the edges of S that connect
each node u with parentu . By construction, each node u 6= r sets its parent to be the first
node from which it receives a messages and hence u sets exactly one node as its parent in an
acyclic manner, inducing the tree T .
We prove by induction on the height of the nodes with respect to T , that each node u
receives the messages mvu from every node v ∈ Nu (S) and then switches its state to DONE.
Note that every node sends its messages to all of its neighbors so that eventually all such
messages arrive, and we only need to verify that the message from u to parentu is eventually
sent.
The base case is for the leaves of T , which indeed receive messages from all of their
neighbors since the only messages that get delayed are messages from nodes to their parents.
Assume this holds for all nodes at height h, and consider a node u at height h + 1. Node
u receives messages from all of its siblings in the tree. By the induction hypothesis, every
child v of u in T receives all of its messages and switches to state DONE. This implies that
in between, node v sends its message mvu to its parent u. When this happens for all nodes
v ∈ childrenu it is the case that u receives the messages mvu from every node v ∈ Nu (S)
and then switches its state to DONE.
J
By having the initiator r control the simulation of each round of a simulated fully-utilized
synchronous protocol Π0 , we obtain synchronization for an arbitrary number of rounds.

8

Later, in Section 5, we apply our root-triggered synchronizer to an input protocol on G which is fullyutilized on a spanning subgraph S of G.
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Algorithm 3 A root-triggered synchronizer for a fully-utilized synchronous protocol Π0 over
a graph S.
Initialization: All nodes begin in the INIT state.
1: For node r designated as initiator:
2: Begin
3:
4:
5:

stater ← ACTIVE
parentr ← ⊥
childrenr ← Nr (S)

r sends mrv to each node v ∈ childrenr
r waits to receive a message mvr from every node v ∈ childrenr
8:
stater ← DONE
9: End
6:
7:

10: For every node u, upon receiving a message from w when in state INIT:
11: Begin
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

stateu ← ACTIVE
parentu ← w
childrenu ← Nr (S) \ {w}
u sends muv to each node v ∈ childrenu
u waits to receive a message mvu from every node v ∈ childrenu
u sends muw to w
stateu ← DONE
End

I Corollary 9. Multiple consecutive invocations of Algorithm 3 simulate any input fullyutilized synchronous protocol Π0 round by round, resulting in an asynchronous protocol Π
that uses the same number of messages.

4.3

The Coding Scheme

We can now complete the details of our coding scheme for asynchronous networks with unknown topology. The scheme consists of two parts. In the first part, the scheme uses the
BFS construction given in Section 3 in order to obtain a spanning BFS tree T of G. Note
that the nodes ignore the content of messages during this part, therefore an adversary that
can only modify messages cannot disturb this part.
In the second part, the scheme translates π into a fully-utilized synchronous protocol π 0
via O(n) fully-utilized synchronous rounds over T . This is done using Algorithm 2. The
protocol π 0 is still non-resilient to noise and hence is not the protocol that is executed.
Instead, we add a coding layer for multiparty interactive communication, namely via the
Hoza-Schulman coding scheme, whose properties are given in Lemma 2. This results in
a fully-utilized synchronous protocol Π0 that is resilient to noise, which we then execute
through our root-triggered synchronizer to obtain the asynchronous resilient protocol Π.
The complete construction is given in Algorithm 4. We prove its communication overhead
in the following lemma, and then we prove its correctness and resilience.
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Algorithm 4 A coding scheme Π for any noiseless asynchronous input protocol π.
Initialization: All nodes begin in the INIT state.
1: For node r designated as initiator:
2: Begin
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

Execute Algorithm 1 with r designated as root. Let T be the obtained BFS tree.
Let π 0 be a fully-utilized synchronous algorithm induced by π using Algorithm 2.
Let Π0 = HS(π 0 ) be the Hoza-Schulman coding scheme for π 0 .
Simulate Π0 using the synchronizer of Algorithm 3 over T with r as the initiator.
End

I Lemma 10. For any asynchronous protocol π the coding Π of Algorithm 4 has a communication complexity of CC(Π) = O(nm log n) + CC(π) · O(n2 log n).
Proof. Recall that we assume channels with a fixed alphabet size, so that each symbol
contains O(log n) bits (Remark 2). The O(nm log n) term follows from Theorem 3. The
transformation of Algorithm 2 induces a communication overhead factor of O(n2 log n) per
bit of π, as shown in Lemma 7. By Lemma 2 there exists a resilient fully-utilized synchronous
protocol Π0 that simulates π 0 whose message/communication complexity is linear in the
message complexity of π 0 . Finally, Corollary 9 gives that the asynchronous simulation of Π0
via Algorithm 2 has the same message and communication complexity as Π0 . It follows that
the total overhead in communication of Algorithm 4 is O(n2 log n), as claimed.
J
I Remark 3. Note that the BFS construction (Algorithm 1) ignores the contents of messages.
Hence, if we relax the assumption of Remark 2, the communication complexity can be reduced
by sending empty messages (without any payload) during that step. In this case the message
complexity of Π remains O(mn) + CC(π) · O(n2 ) yet the communication complexity reduces
to CC(Π) = CC(π) · O(n2 log n).
I Remark 4. In the above, each message sent in π is split into single bits and a separate
symbols is dedicated to each such bit. However, instead of communicating a single bit Mi
in each symbol, nodes can aggregate blocks of O(log n) bits, so that the payload of each
symbol is a single block (of π’s communication) while keeping the coding’s symbol size of the
magnitude O(log n).
For some protocols, namely those which send large messages, this may result in a slight
logarithmic decrease in the message complexity. This optimization, however, will not change
the asymptotic overhead in the worst case, when the protocol π communicates a single bit at
a time.
I Lemma 11. For any asynchronous protocol π the coding Π of Algorithm 4 correctly
simulates π even if up to Θ(1/n) of the messages are adversarially corrupted.
Proof. Correctness and resilience to noise are proved as follows. Theorem 3 proves the correctness of our content-oblivious BFS construction despite noise, since the contents of the
sent messages are ignored by the nodes. We emphasize that by Corollary 4, all of the nodes
know when to stop ignoring the content of messages for the BFS construction and start executing that synchronizer over Π0 .
Lemma 7 proves that indeed π 0 is a fully-utilized synchronous transformation of π. By
Lemma 2, we have that Π0 is a fully-utilized synchronous protocol that simulates π 0 in a
manner that is resilient to corrupting up to Θ(1/|Ẽ|) of the messages, where Ẽ is the edges
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over which the protocol communicates. In our case these are the edges of the BFS tree T ,
and hence this step is resilient to an Θ(1/n)-fraction of corruptions.
Finally, Corollary 9 gives that Π0 is executed correctly in the asynchronous setting despite noise.
We now need to sum up the maximal number of symbols that can be corrupted and the
total number of communicated symbols. Recall that the noise resilience is the ratio between
these two sums. Since corruption can only take place on symbols of the Hoza-Schulman coding, of which there are CC(π) · O(n2 ) many, we get that the scheme is resilient to at most
O(1/n) · CC(π) · O(n2 ) corrupted symbols. The total number of symbols communicated in
the scheme includes also the O(mn) symbols required for constructing the BFS tree, implying that our scheme is resilient to a fraction of symbol corruption equal to
O(1/n) · CC(π) · O(n2 )
.
O(nm) + CC(π) · O(n2 )
This is asymptotically equal to an O(1/n) fraction of noise when CC(π) > n, CC(π) → ∞. J
Lemmas 10 and 11 directly give our main theorem for this section, Theorem 6.

5

A Spanner-Based Distributed Interactive Coding Scheme

In this section we slightly improve the overhead obtained by the coding scheme of Theorem 6.
We demonstrate a family of coding schemes with an interesting tradeoff between their overhead
and resilience. The key ingredient is replacing the underlying infrastructure of the BFS tree T
with a sparse spanning graph S, where we can trade off the sparseness of the graph (i.e., the
number of edges it contains, and as a consequence, the resilience of the obtained coding scheme)
with its distance distortion (i.e., the maximal distance in S for any neighboring nodes in G, and
as a consequence, the added overhead for routing messages through S in the coding scheme).
Assume u sends v a message in the input protocol π. The coding scheme of Algorithm 4
routes every such message via the BFS tree T . This incurs a delay in Π0 , which can be of
O(n) rounds: in the worst case, u and v which are neighbors in G may now be two leaves
of T whose distance is n. In fact, even if their distance in T is smaller, the coding scheme
is not aware of this fact and must propagate the message to the entire network. The only
guarantee we have in this case is that the message reaches its destination after at most n
rounds (of the underlying fully-utilized synchronous protocol).
In this section we suggest a way to reduce the delay factor of n by routing messages over
a spanner rather than over the tree T .
I Definition 12 (t-Spanner). A subgraph S = (V, ES ) is a t-spanner of G = (V, E) if for
every (u, v) ∈ E it holds that dist(u, v) ≤ t in S.
Replacing the BFS tree T with a t-spanner that has s = |ES | edges ensures that a message
reaches its destination after at most t steps (instead of n). Since the noise resilience is
determined by the number of edges used by the underlying fully-utilized synchronous protocol,
by Lemma 2, we obtain a resilience of Θ(1/s). The main result of this section is the following.
I Theorem 13. Let πspanner be an asynchronous distributed algorithm for constructing a tspanner S with s edges in a noiseless setting. Any asynchronous protocol π over a network G
with CC(π)  CC(πspanner ) can be simulated by a noise-resilient asynchronous protocol Π
resilient to an Θ(1/s)-fraction of message corruption and it holds that CC(Π) = CC(π) ·
O(st log n).
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Specifically, due to the existence of O(log n)-spanners with O(n) edges [3, 34] (see also [33,
Section 16]), we can let πspanner be a distributed construction of a spanner with the same
parameters [13] and obtain the following corollary.
I Corollary 14. Let πspanner be an asynchronous distributed algorithm for constructing a
log n-spanner with O(n) edges in a noiseless setting. Any asynchronous protocol π over a
network G with CC(π)  CC(πspanner ) can be simulated by a noise-resilient asynchronous
protocol Π resilient to an Θ(1/n)-fraction of message corruption and it holds that CC(Π) =
CC(π) · O(n log2 n).
We defer the detailed construction and proofs to the full version of this paper (see [11]).
Acknowledgement. We are grateful to Merav Parter for bringing [13] to our attention.
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